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LONG TERM GOALS
Our longterm goal is to develop new dual-Doppler analysis techniques with an emphasis on improving
estimates of the vertical velocity field.
OBJECTIVES
Our main objective is to use a dyamical constraint (vertical vorticity equation) to improve dualDoppler analyses of the vertical velocity field over those obtained with traditional methods.
APPROACH
This work involves the development and testing of new techniques (based on variational methods) to
analyze the wind and vertical velocity field from dual-Doppler radar data. These methods all rely on
the Boussinesq form of the vertical vorticity equation imposed as a weak or strong constraint, with and
without the anelastic mass conservation equation. In each method the relevant Euler-Lagrange
equations are solved numerically (they are either elliptic equations or can be made elliptic by applying
a small amount of spatial smoothing). These methods are designed to contend with the irregular
lower/upper boundaries of the data region -- in essence, the methods seek to derive the "optimal"
boundary condition for the vertical velocity field on these irregular boundaries. These techniques are
being tested on simulated radar data sampled from high resolution runs of a numerical weather
prediction model, the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS). The final phase of the work will
involve tests with real Doppler radar datasets obtained from the Doppler-on-Wheels (DOW).
The PI (Prof. Alan Shapiro) supervises one doctoral student, John Mewes, on this effort. Additional
assistance is provided by research associate Paul Robinson at the Coastal Meteorology Research
Program (CMRP) at the University of Oklahoma. The DOW field deployment was managed by Prof.
Joshua Wurman, also at the University of Oklahoma.
WORK COMPLETED
This past year has seen the continued testing of new vertical velocity analysis methods with simulated
high resolution thunderstorm data from the ARPS model. Tests focussed on spatial and temporal data
coverage and on sensitivity to data errors. Simulated data were rejected beneath 1.5 km to mimic the
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spatial availability of real radar data. Separate experiments were run with simulated data provided at 5
minute intervals and at 90 second intervals to mimic the temporal resolution of radar data with WSR88D radars and research radars, respectively. Additional tests explored the utility of "natural" lateral
boundary conditions for these methods ("natural" being the optimal boundary condition provided by
the variational analysis).
We also undertook a field deployment this spring in northern Oklahoma with two DOW radars to
gather data for testing the methods. Squall line data were gathered over the Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site, where timeseries of vertical velocity profiles are available for validating the retrieved vertical velocity.
RESULTS
Recent results with ARPS-simulated data of a splitting thunderstorm show that use of the vorticity
equation can greatly improve vertical velocity field estimates over traditional methods (Mewes and
Shapiro 1999). The improvement requires that data be available at least as often as the 5-6 minute
scanning time of NEXRAD radar, with 1-2 minute scanning times being optimal. The improvements
over the traditional method are greatest in cases where larger amounts of data are missing at lower
levels. In this case the new methods yield stable results whereas results from the traditional method
degrade significantly.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Improved dual-Doppler wind analyses -- and especially improved vertical velocity analyses -- have a
potentially wide-ranging impact on a variety of meteorological research and on operational meteorology.
Improved wind estimates and associated improvements in thermodynamic field estimates can lead to
improved understanding of short time scale mixing processes and complex structures in the atmospheric
boundary layer, and can potentially lead to improved boundary layer parameterizations in mesoscale,
regional and climate models. Dual-Doppler analyses can also aid in the identification and characterization
of boundary layer structures associated with the onset of severe weather, and lead to improved
conceptual models of convective phenomena such as squall lines, thunderstorms, and microbursts.
Dual-Doppler wind and thermodynamic analyses can potentially be used as high resolution data sources
for convective scale and mesoscale numerical weather prediction models. Single-Doppler velocity
retrieval studies also rely on dual-Doppler wind analyses for verification.
TRANSITIONS
Highlights of this work were presented at the 29th International Conference on Radar Meteorology, held
this past July in Montreal, Canada (Mewes and Shapiro 1999).
RELATED PROJECTS
This AASERT grant is related to the parent grant funded by the DoD (ONR): "MURI: Remote
Sensing and Prediction of the Coastal Marine Boundary Layer," Grant N00014-96-1-1112, also known
as the Coastal Meteorology Research Program (CMRP). The lead PI is Brian Fiedler at the University
of Oklahoma School of Meteorology. Co-PIs are: Yefim Kogan, Alan Shapiro, Vince Wong and
Joshua Wurman.
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